
CANADA’S MEETING PLACE

OTTAWA CONVENTION CENTRE CORPORATION

APPENDIX J

ON SITE VEHICLE DISPLAY REGULATIONS

The undersigned has read and agrees to the following:
1.   Provide exact weights and measurements of the vehicle (diagram where possible) should there be a floor load bearing issue.

2.  Copies of insurance coverage in case of loss, damage, theft or fire.  Show Management and the Shaw Centre will be held 
harmless from any action that results from loss, theft, fire, damage or any other occurrence.

3.  Vehicle must have the battery disconnected while on static display and gas caps are to be locked or secured  
against tampering.

4.  Vehicle must have minimal amounts of fuel.  Only enough to propel the vehicle in and out of the building is permitted.

5.  While on static display, the vehicle must have an oil/fluid pan collecting leaking fluids and to protect the show floor surface.  
This must be monitored and cleaned.

6.   A set of keys and emergency telephone numbers for contact person(s) responsible for the vehicle is to be left with the  
Shaw Centre Security Department.

7.  Vehicle move in and out times are to be coordinated with Event Material Handling crews.  Upon move in and move out there 
must be a forward and rear ground guide present to direct vehicle and pedestrians.

8.  Vehicles may be brought into the facility via the freight elevators, up the ramp to level 2 (note that only very small vehicles can 
go up the ramp) or via the entry point at the main entrance.*

   *Note that any vehicle being brought into the Facility that is unusual (such as a tank) or extremely heavy should be approved by the Facilities Department.

The information below outlines the rules and regulations involving the safe display of vehicles at the 

Shaw Centre.  Items below are industry standards, and are in place to protect all exhibitors and 

attendees.

The Ottawa Fire Prevention Division, Show Management and the Shaw Centre reserves the right to 

remove any vehicle from the show confines, at exhibitor’s expense, which contravenes these rules 

and regulations or is deemed to be unsafe for display.

Save and e-mail the completed form to eventservices@shaw-centre.com or print and fax the completed form  
to the Shaw Centre at 613-563-7646.
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